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SCOPE OF LEAR1011.
The learner will use a variety of techniques to decode The I
the printed symbol. in a v

THE LEARNERAILL ...

Al Use auditay and
visual perception
preparatory to de-
coding the printed
symbol.

tr 1

vAll Discriminate audi- /A11-1

torially general /
sounds, phonemes, A11.2
and rhyming
words.

Al2 Discriminate visu-
ally objects, pic-
tures, shapes
letter forms, and
word configura-
tions.

A11.3

Distinguish similarities and/or differences in
environmental sounds.

Distinguish similarities and/or differences among
phonemes.

Distinguish similarities and/or differences among
the sounds of the rhyming elements in words.

Al2-1 Distinguish likenesses and/or differences among
objects, pictures, and shapes.

A-12-2 Distinguish Likenesses and/or differences among
upper and lower case letter forms.

Al2-3 Distinguish likenesses and/or differences in word
configurations.

A13 Associate graph- A13.1
emes with their
names.

A21 Combine auditory
A2 Use phonemic and visual cues to

analysis to decode ......., derive phoneme-
the printed grapheme corres-
symbol. pondences.

Recognize and name all twenty-six graphemes of
tne alphabet in both upper and lower case forms.

I.....

21-1 Recognize and use phoneme-grapheme correspon-
dences of consonants in any position in a word to
identify that word. ,

A21-2 Recognize and use phoneme-grapheme correspon-
dences of vowels in any position in a word to
identify that word.

A21.3 Recognize and use phoneme-grapheme correspon-
dences of consonant blends in any position in a
word to identify that word.

A21.4 Recognize and use phoneme-grapheme correspon-
dences of consonant digraphs in any position in a
word to identify that word.

A21.5 Recognize and use phoneme-grapheme correspon-
dences of a consonant digraph with a silent
consonant in a word to identify that word.

A21.6 Recoonize and use phortemetorapheme_correspon --

dences of consonants having more than one sound
to identify a word.

A21.7 Recognize and use phoneme-grapheme correspon-
dences of vowel digraphs in any position in a word ,,,
to identify that word.

A21.8 Recognize and use phoneme-grapheme correspon-
dences of diphthongs in any position in a word to
identify that word.

A21.9 Recognize and use phoneme-grapheme correspon-

dences of r, I, and w with a vowel to identifythat
word.

A30-2

Recognize and use graphemic bases as an aid in
word identification.

Recognize and use the components of compound

THE LEARNE

B1 Comprehen
identifying
information
material pr
read by th
difficulty le

B2 Comprehen
formulating
and associa
in material
read by th
difficulty le

B3 Comprehend
evaluating a
the material
read by the
difficulty ley
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RNER BEHAVIORS IN
The learner will think about and react to written material
in a variety of ways.

HE LEARNER WILL ...

B1 Comprehend at the literal level by

identifying or recalling the ideas and
information explicitly stated in any

material presented by the teacher or
read by thelearner at his appropriate
difficulty level.

82 Comprehend at the interpretive level by
formulating conjectures, hypotheses,

and associations based on content clues
in material presented by the teacher or
read by the learner at his appropriate
difficulty level.

3 Comprehend at the critical level by
evaluating and making judgments about
the material presented by the teacher or
read by the learner at his appropriate
difficulty level.

B10-1 Identify or recall such details as the characters, the
time a story took place, the setting of a story, or
an incident described in a story, when such details
are explicitly stated in the material read.

B10-2 Identify or recall the order of incidents or actions
explicitly stated in the material read.

B10.3 identify or recall likenesses and differences among
characteryimes in history, and/or places that are
explicitly compared by the author of the material
read.

B10.4 Identify or recall reasons for certain incidents,
events, or characters' actions explicitly stated in
the material read.

B10-5 Read and follow written directions as stated.

B20.1 Conjecture about additional details which might
have been included in the material to make it more
inforr1 ative or interesting.

B20-2

B20.3

BLO.4

B20-5

Infer the main idea when it is not explicitly stated
in the material.

Infer the time and/or story setting when,.it is not
explicitly stated in the material.

Infer likenesses and differences of story characters,
times, and/or places degcribed in the material.

Infer the reasons for certain incidents, events, or
characters' actions when not explicitly stated in
the material.

B20.6 Conjecture about the outcome of a selection when
only the initial portion of it has been read.

B30.1 Judge whether the content of a selection could
have described a reallife situation.

B30.2 Judge whether the information presented ina
selectioneis fact or opinion.

<P:

B30.3 Judge the comprehensiveness and accuracy of a
subject as presented by one author when
compared to other sources on that same subject.

B30.4 Judge the appropriateness of any selection or parts
of a selection in terms of its relevance to solving a
problem.

B30-5 Judge whether the character's actions are suitable
fr.- +ha rsaril,tlar c:ktint;nrs ricienra-sori

The le
for lea

THE LEARNER WILL

C1 Locate information in
ence materials.

C2 Interpret visual and
material.

C3 Organize inforntatioti.

C4 Adjust the rate of
material and purpo ei
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THE LEARNER WIL

Cl Locate information
ence materials.

C2 interpret visual a,

material.

C3 Organize infimatio

C4 Adjust the rate
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ORS IN READING
emnewerrerv......areweemae...4liee-

;_material The learner will use reading as an essential tool
for learning.

the characters, the
tting of a story, er-1
, when such details
rial read.

incidents or actions
read.

differences among
'd/or places that are
hor of the material

certain incidents,
explicitly stated in

ons as stated.

tails which might
al to make it more

are7plicitly stated

ing when it is not

of story characters,
the material.

cidents, events, or
xplicitly stated in

of a selection when
been read.

a selection could
n.

n presented in a

and accuracy of a
ne author when

that same subject.

y selection or parts
levance to solving a

ctions are suitable

THE LEARWER WILL ...
?t0.1 Use alphabetical sequence as an aid in locating

information. °

C10.2 IRecooize and use the specialized patts of a book
as an aid in locating information

e C10.3 Use the card catalog and other h11kx systems as an
aid in locating information.

C.1 Locate information in appropriate refer- C10.4 Use the dictionary to locate and derive meanings
of any word.

ence materials. ..

C10.5 Select an appropriate -ncyclopedia and use the

C2 Interpret
material.

.

specific content of that encyclgpedia as a source
of information.

C10.6 Use an appiopriate telephone directory as an aid in
locating specific information.

C10.7 Identify and use various sec timis of a newspaper as

sources of information.

C10.8 Use specialized books as a source of information.
een

. C20.1 Interpret and use information presented in a
or schec'ule.

-d20-2 Locate specific areas on a map or globe
visual and representational interpret information about that area.

C20.3 Interpret and use information presented in a

diagram pr model.

C3 Oiganize information.

and

C20.4 Interpret and use information presented on a
graph Qr chart.

30-1 Arrange information obtained in a specific order
or pattern.

C30-2 Classify information according to criteria or
system.

C30.3 Write accurate, concise summaries of materials
read.

C30.4 Use outlining to organizeinformation.

C40-1 Project meaning and mood of a selection through

C4. Adjust the rate of reading to the oral interpretation.
,

material and purpose for which it is (WV) I len INA% eilen rpoelinn cleillenf itiemninaintd
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A2 Use phonemic
analysis to decode
tHe printed
symbol.

C

A21 Combine auditory
and visual cues to
derive phoneme-

grapheme corres-

pondences.

A3 Use stiuctural
analysis to decode
the printed
symbol.

A4 Use clues in the

context to decode
the printed
symbol.

A5 Use the dictionary
to decode a word.

A21.2

A21.3

identify .that :word

Reonnize--rand --tise'Ptionelytair eine:
.dert:es of vowels in any piisittil4-10:--
identify that word.

Recognize and use phonemegrapheme correspon-
dences of consonant blends in any position in a
v ord to identify that word.

A21.4 Recognize and use phoneme-grapheme correspon-
dences of consonant digraphs in any position in a .

word to identity that word.

A21.5 Recognize and use phone -grapheme corr.espon-

N dimes of a consonant igraph with 4 silent
consonant in a word to identify that word. . '

dences of consonants having more than one sound
to identify a word.

P1/421.7e Recognize and use phoneme-grapheme col respon-
dences of vowel digraphs in any position' in a word
to identify that word. t

A21-8 Recognize and use phoneme-grapheme correspon-
dences of diphthongs in any position in a word to
.dentify that word.

A21-9 Recognize and use phoneme-grapheme correspon-
dences of r, I, and 1" with a vowel.to identi that
word.

A30.1 Recognize and use graphemic bases as an aid in
word identification.

A30-2 Aecognize and use the'components of cojnpound
words-as an aid in 'Word identification.

A30.3

A30.4

A30.5

A30.6

A30.7

A30.8

A30.9

Recognize inflectional endings as a component to
aid in word identification.

Use the root word,of any word containing an ethic\
as an aid in word identification.

Recognize and use prefixes as an aid in word
identification.

Recognize and use suffixes as an aid in word
identification.

Apply syllabication generalizations in conjunction
with any- other word analysis skill as an aid in
word identification.

Recognize arid use the possessive form of a word.

Recognize the components of contractions as an
aid in word identification.

Use pictures as a clue in Word identification.

Use clues in the context in conjunction with any
other word analysis skill a an aid in worn
identification.

A50.1 Use the pronwiciation respelling of a multi-syllabic
word in a dictionary to decode that word.

B3

B4

B5
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B2 Comprehend at the interpretive level icy
formulating conjectures, hypotheses,

and associations based on content dues
in material presented by the teacher or
read by the learner at his appropriate
difficulty level.

0

have been included in the material to make it more
informative or interesting.

B20.2 Infer the main idea when it is not explicitly stated
in thi material.

B2O3 - Infer the time and/or story setting when it is not
explicitly stated in the material.

B20.4 Infer likeneSses and differences of story characters;
times, and/or places degcribed in the ma .erial.

B20.5 Infer the reasoiy, for certain incidents, events, or
characters' actions when not explicitly stated in
the material.

B20.6 Conjecture about the outcome of a selection when
only the initial portion of it has been read.

33 Comprehend at the critical level by
evaluati and making judgments about
the.rp ial presented by the teacher or

,
read by the learner at his appropriate
difficulty level.

B30.1

B30.2

B30.3

B30.4

B30.5

484. Comprehend at the appreciative level by
reacting sensitively to the content and
literary elements of a selection pre-

sented by the teacher or read by the
learner at his appropriate difficulty

'level.

B5 Develop and expaild vocabulary

O

Judge whether the content of a selection could
have described a reallife situation.

Judge whether the information presented in a

selection is fact or opinion.

.'udge the comprehensiveness and accuracy of a
subject as presented by one author when
compared to other, sources on that same subject.

Judge the appropriateness of any selection or parts
of a selection in terms of its relevance to solving a
problem. .

Judge whether the character's actions
for the particular situation described.

are suitable

B40.1 Empathize with the characters and demons rate an

emotional response to the content.

B40-2 Respond to the literary quality of a selection in
terms of the author's techniques, form, and style.

B50.1

B50.2

'' B50.3

B50.4

Develop a reading vocabulary beginning with the
extension of his listening vocabulary.

Acquire and use a 'sight vocabulary.

Use clues in the context to detbrmine the meaning
of a word.

Use a dictionary and/or glossary to 'select a

definition of a word appropriate to thecontext.

B5S-5 Recognize and use synonyms, antonyms,

homunyms, and heteronyms.

B50-6 Recognize and translate figurative, idiomatic, and
cultural language.

B50.7 Acquire the specialized vocabularies of materials in

the content areas.

12

C2 Interpret visual 'at
material.

C3 Organize informally

C4 Adjust the rate
material and purp
being read.

O Lake WIshIngton Sc
Washington
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es of materials in

Interpret visual and representational
material.

C3 Organize information.

C4 Adjust the rate of reading to the

material and purpose for which it is

being read.

CI Lake Washington School District 1971
Kirkland, WashIngton

C20.1 Interpret and use information presented in a table
or schedule.

-C20.2 Locate specific areas on a map or globe and
interpret information about that area.

C20.3 Interpret and use information presented in a

diagram or model.

C20.4 Interpret and use information presented on a
graph or chart.

01"..630-1 Arrange informal" htr'ned in a specific order
or pattern.

C30-2 Classify info,a,u..,,n according to criteria or

system.

C30.3 Write accurate, concise summaries of materials
read.

C30-4 Use outlining to organize information,

C40.1 Project meaning and mood of a selection throu,
oral interpretation.

C40-2 Use the silent reading skills of skimming and
scanning as predetermined by the purpose and
nature of the material read.

DECODING
STUDY
SKILLS

COMPREHENSION
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AUDITORY-VISUAL

PERCEPTION

ENVIRONMENTAL SOUNDS

-0HONEVIES::=

RHYMING-ELEME

alb UPPER AND T.p

CONSONANT

CONSONANT,;_PIG

oNsoNkr,

VOOWEL: DIG

IPHTHON'

,-cogrRouxavowEw

abe









Oven _grOup;Ot. letters which are In shape ,and, some _Wht_c_h =

-14entles4 the learner--Wilt Identify -the ones that are-exactly=allhe._.
(Repot f =opper_ and -Lower=case__ lettere.)

_

leen-Fanythroeletterk-A4at 'are-exactly _alike _and one that Is clearlY_;differen_
-the :_learner-tisill-_ IdentIfY --the-.1etter thift-re dlfferent..--

_

letter and a -series ofjettere. -some there we=
the _learner-will flame the hey letter/and sl 1 othsfs that'

Gleen-az Utter name -oral In the learner-will eelliOtA
Of,thrle or four letters.-

_



Given three words orally whiCh- with thesamec, onSonant-sounds_the_
--state-how the words_ are -a)

Given--three wards prondunced by the teacher, two of. t
beginning consonant sound, the learner wilt Identify theywwords whi
with that same, sound.

-G_IVen-Ahreie-Wri *ten words- which begin-with consonant3; the
wilt -State; how=- -the- words are- 41i

Given five- pictures-, two -of which -show objects_ miss

s -s004,- the ;Learner will thaftWo-44ctires_
begin:with- the snund.--:= _

._ _ __Given a picture and-thrpe consonanta,::,one,of- reOresen_ a- n
consonant- -heard In- the picture-name, ---tner-leerner-' -Off. ._

Gbien -ar-group- of objects-- whose- nimet-_ n with ydtffi Oh 1 -,_cons_,

and letter cards with these consonants,: -the_ A:60
consonant to: each_ object. _-_,

Glien- al grotip-- of --Ott-tires whose names :7- begin -with--.41-ffiiren -consonan
-- --., ---,-e--

_ letter _cards with these--consonente,_t*leitner-wittlia- -
consonant to each___plitture. A-

tbien ellst of words and-a word pronounced, the_ t Mt
Identtfies a word de -wii_edv-in the-allot hogin nfit,:w

--'-consonlintas the pronounCed-, word. : i _

Given a pictUre _of an object whose name__ Ina Witli--,eai

consonant, the learner-WI _write_ that __cansonant-.



Recognize and use phoneme-grapheme correspondences of vowels

in. any position in aword to ident that,

von three words pronounced by_ the teacher* two of -which- b
amii---Nowel sound, =the- learner will _Identify thoie Wordt--whi

*

Giv+at -three_ written words- vshich the -same- Vowet----i
state haw_ the. inircis,a re_ alike.

Gi a word-orally -beginning_ witti-4--_Specific_ T-T4it-wor
--Of Which pegio with that Nowit,_ tha7.,learner*Ift,idintif e-wordis

GiVin:three words -oral iy* two Of-W consonant bt
earnir_will Identify-A 4e---wor

writtenvan three written words Which tontosent_-4i-end* -t

ther--,Wiltatate- ow ther-**ds-:::

all



_

.

----Givana-;eord-,orally beginning with a specific blend and. list"of words, some --:'-_--- 1--

_:__---- Of which begin with that blend; the learner will= Identify those wOrds_._.____,,r
------ - -,-- -=.--,___

__ __ _- _-,

Given a specific consonant blend and pictures, some of whose names begin--.,
,_-_--_._

,
_. _-- _---',- with that blend, the '. learner- will Identify-thosethose-_Pictures -4 _ _, ._-_ _-- .-* - --_ _:. _-, --_,-::.'i,-. ,-__ ___---:

Given 0 word :orally beginning with e-consOnant blend- the 1eárnei w 11--Writc
= thatA)-lend«,,

Given _,e_grotip= of pictures, whosenames_ begin with a consonant l.nd, the
learner will write the:lnitial:conionant blend heartin-Aheil,pittlire_meme.

Chin an unknowo-wordlieglnning-isith-a- consonant= blend.- -the. learner will
--* -note-_--tiw blend and pronounce

-61v-in- sentences- witn.-words containinglandsT,_ the -twos. will read the _.
-sentences Orally,_ correctly pronouneing-,each.-wOrd _

___, _



Recognize and use phoneme-grapheme correspOndenCes- 01-_a Consonant
digraph with a silent consonant_In- a word tO-IdentifY-that word.--

-
Given-three words orally, which begin with the same conionant-__digraph_ihaving

oneiconson-ant silent,- the learner will indirate.that-the

-Given three- words orally, -two of wh!ch=begin with_ -the seise consonant digraph
having oils consonant spent, the learner-will_ g--,-identify-the two words__-:_begianin
alike

=

_

_

Given three written _words containing, e- consonant wi th: one consonant=. -_

_-sileht,_ the learner W ill state how theWcords i

Given o

,.

word pronounced -by the teacher-lieginning"-wtth a- consonant digr
hiving _one- conionant

Given the rule "the letter-To- or 1 has the soft soundifolloWed--bY-Ai--

andAr-lietof words containing- soft c or the-learer-_pronounce_ thewo
coreCtly.77- - _

it list of words containing- either tof iiiiiirt----or--_-_v-Ahiklearnorja
-r",-p-propr late rule_ and -firenouneesi] the. words -=correctly.



Recognize and use phoneme - grapheme correspondences of vowel
digraphs in any position in-a word-to identify that Word.

.

-Given three =words- orally wh ch- -contain- the:40e_ vowel. digraph, the. learner --_
- witll _indicate -that' the 'words-Contain-the wine digraph.

_ _7--

van- three words Orally, two of which itOntain the:seine:vOW-el _4(gra
=_-learner will _identify -these words in whick-the sound_ of-,the_Viwel
the sans. ° _-

Given threa-written--Words which contain the same vowel digra
11 4tate-lip,-4-,thei-wEirdaj-ire

_ .

thre-e-_wo-rds orall y which=contain-the sane vowt'
learner wi _indicate that the word_rtontali vthatZsanie-isoUn

Given-_-three words orally-, two of--which_=_containTithatirime=7=yowe
A-earner identify those which -contsitt_the- saniei-vowit_d_

rs:



, Recognize and use phOneme-grapheme correaponder. s of a
n with a vowel to identify-thai'word.

Given ihree,Words oiatly which contain- the same r controlled vbwel.conibination,,
thirlearner will- identify- the -part of the words-which sound 'al

Given- thtee words oras1ly, tWO-tif''which :contain the Sallie. r contililted-voot
coral nation that; third hay! a *_gross ferent- vowel-soUnd -, =the-
Learner will i dent ifys the two words "having-, the -samervowe.1 'fsounds

_ _, --- ...

diVen three Written words Which. contain the same r controlled vowel combinatl'
. the learner will indaate that2_parVoffeath- word irrhith*--'1 te ellke-._

,,

_ Given--a oieture of an objet Whoie ,naive containi-an_r _tentrolled,-yowaa
4 lit: of r likintrcil led-v_osels, the -learner Wilt match theri control led':Vowet_._,...,

. )n---thei.pi-c ture.,,_NIMS.--witkthe'pischtre4 --"

_. ,_,- .-
diven-tt wiltten-Word 'ero_iitiii-ning; a missing r controlled vcwet Combination,-
learner _Will-write _that- -misaing- CoMbination: ------.' --_:,--- _.

01-ven four words orally-three of which have thi.tame-gra
- learner will be Ole- to identify the=

_

common"

Given a list of one-syllable:words' which contain a-,coemlon__A__
the,tearner _tdentify those words having_ the commin----grepheweit'haea

Given a written cue word and a series of four other written_wor s
which have the same graphemiclb_a-se- as the tue_word:, the learner Al

.

__ those words 'having, that Same _base-.-

Given one word containing a specific-graphemic base -and
_

of which contain that _graphemic base, the learner will-,pronounca teas
=-having-that :base



=listn a rof _otordsz containing. variant grfpiherrlic besesipthe learnerearner
*cries the words -with- nt,Ottitiince-each-

yin sentence contataingjan__unfami liar_ word iittilica._familier -graphelle base,
tt---==learner- will -read the sentence-Ind_ promunoi the-na---word:

t-WOF.

r

Recognize-.thilectiontiteQdinge-eknOcin
Cents' CationR =

,
_--coneaft its = ==Ein OtT,

-Identify_ :Oose--wordS-contelt_ anai

goio
HMO- will --idanOfTtithose-



-yen several_ sentient-es containing wordi With"- the Inflectional l ending s, _

_ _

learner, will -_reifit-thejentence.--

as an-eti:

s alfrarfe

even a eC-ar-vser s=tontalnipg-nrefisea and -teveratr--.
:learner-4.4T nt - prefix



Given a list of familiar root words -to-which Offtitte'haVe- been a
learrsr will-- Identify _both- the-root Word; and ithetisjeffiX.-

Given a 1st. of words .containieg*ffixet and salieral-diStraCtorSt
tiorooe wi

Given a list of familiar-root-work and,i list -O_Useffi)tei;,Ttitmleeriier*
Match-v-the_ roots_ and suffixes to -Make_Smielegful _wolf pronounce-r,,
nog- words.

Given orally--e- one or-two-syllable -word,- -_

Of syl tables- heard in the word.

Given _m written- list of one or =two syllabic-, am '0**ot
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Use cluu in the cOntext 1nccnJunctIo withany other word

i analysis .kIIt as an aid inword iden tion.;
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Given a sentence missing a word but wIth the bsgtnnlng lstt.r of that word
.;' Identified, the learner will supply the correctword.
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;:: Given a sentence mss1ng a word, but with the graphemic bass for that
*IsIng word dentfed, the IsaPner will supply the inlssiflg word. _
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Given a dktionary anda list of words dividid into syllable*, the 1MrnSr
will use the dictionary to correctly place the accent Msfk.

Irsarner Wilt th*Given a list of words with diacritical markings, the use
dictionary pronunciation guide to correctly pronounc.1-the words.

Given list of dictionary pronunciations,, the learver will próflounce ths
kwords.
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PARTS OF A BOOK

'NEM( SYSTEMS

LOCATION OF
IN FORMATION

DICTIONARY

ENCYCLOPEDIA

TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

NEWSPAPER

SPECIALIZED BOOKS

INTERPRETATION OF VISUAL
AND REPRESENTATIONAL

MATERIAL

TABLES AND SCHEDULES

MAPS AND GLOBES

DIAGRAMS AND MODELS

GRAPHS AND CHARTS

ORGkNIZATION OF
INFORMATION

SKIMMING AND SCANNING



C10-1
Use alphabetical sequence as an. aid in locating information.

Given a set of alphabet letters in mixed order, the learner will arrange
them in alphabetical order.

Given a list of words, each with a different first letter, the learner will
arrange them in alphabetical order.

Given a list of words which begin with the same first letter, the learner
will arrange the words in alphabetical order.

Given a.list of.words, some of which hays the same first letter, the learner
will arrange the list -of words in alphabetical order.

Given a list of words whose first two or more letters are the same, the
learner will arrange them in alphabetical order.

Given any list of words, the learner will arrange them in alphabetical
order.

C10-2
Recognize and use the specialized parts of a book as an_nid
locating information.

.0.0411110.Menols..m.. Abb

*Clven-a book; the-learner-will identify the table of contents.
.(,Repeat the same objective substituting'glossary, indeX, appendix,

acknowledgments where appropriate.) . 1

, .

GivIn several books, the learner Will locate the table of contents in each.
Ar.4eat the dams objective substituting 'glossary, index, appindix,
Yitillography and acknowledgments 'whcre appropriate.)

laiven a book containing a table of contents, the learner will locate a
story in the book using the table of contents.

Civen'a boOk containing a.tible-Of,contents, the leirnee will name.the'Mijot,
sections of the book and locate those sections."

.

,Given% book containing an index and a specific topic, the learner will
locatd.thdt topic 'in the index.

. . , .

'00in'alts1 of selected topics found in a book, the learner will lOCate
'thiM ln the book using the index.
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Given a topic and a related sub-topic, the learner will Identify either the
table of contents or index as the best source-for finding information about

these topics.

Given a book containing a glossary, the learner will locate a specific word

In that glossary.

C10-3

..N
Use the card catalog and other index systems as an aid
locating- information.

After examining the card catalog, the learner will note the alphabetical
arrangement of the cards.

Given the title of a book, the learner will locate the titled.ard in the

card catalog.

Given the name of an author, the learner will locate a card for that author,

in the card catalog.

Given a spec:fic subject, the learner will locate a card 'in the catalog

that tells the title of a book which relates to'that'subjeet.

Giveirseveral cards from the card catalog, the learner will classify the

cards by subject, title,,or author.

Having found
learner will

Having found
will use the
the book.

the title card of a given book in the _card catalog,..the

use the library number to locate the-book on the shelf.

a card for a specific author in the4card catalog, the learner

title of the book on the card and the library number to locate

Having found a card for a specific subject in4the card catalog, and the
title of a book on that card, the learner will use the library number
to locate that book.

When asked to locate information about a given subject, the learner will
use appropriate cards in the card catalog to record library numbers of

usable boOks, Tind the books on the sheives.and locate,. the information
about that subject.

Given a list of familiar book titles, some of which are fiction and some

non-fiction, the learner wr11 classify the titles according to those
categories.

Having discussed the Dewey Decimal system, categories and related numbers.,

the learner will correctly match the categories to their assigned numbers.
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Given the title of a non-fiction book whose subject is apparent from the title,
the learner will find thbook on the shelf.

Having discussed the organization of guides to periodical literature, the
learner will locate a given topic within the guide.

Having discussed the organization of guides to periodical literature, the
learner will locate a source for an assigned topic within the guide.

Having faceted a topic and related source in a periodical guide, the learner
v011 locate the specific periodical in the library.

Having located a specific periodical in the library by use of a periodical guide,
the learner will locate the information needed in the periodical.

C10-4
Use the dictionary to locate and derive meanings of any word.

Gl'ven a' list of selected words and a picture dictionary, the learner will
locate each word in the picture dictionary.

Given a'list of selected words and a beginning dictionary, the learnArmill
locate-each word, its meaning, and use each word-correctly in a sentence.

Given a list of'words, the learner will identify the dictionary guide words for
each:-'

Gtven,a'se.ected word and a dictionary which give6iord origins; the learner
Will:name anddefine the original word form frOnvidlich the given word was,
derived.

jrGiven.a dictionary and a list of words,the student will locate each word and
identify what its grammatical abbreviation represents.

Given any word in'context and a dictionary, the leartler will locate the word
ang select the appropriate definition to fit the context.

29
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C10-6
Select an appropriate encyclopedia and use the specific content of that
encylopedia as a source of information.

Given a set oreLzych., Alas, the learner will note the volume,subsets.and the
alphabetical arrangements of each.

Given a set of encyclopedias and a selected topic, theminer will select the
appropriate volume of that set to find information about that.topfc.

Given a set of encyclopedias which include an index an5i a selected topic, the
learner will use the index and find all possible'sources ofinformation.about
the topic within the set.

Given a selected topic and several eiecycjopedias, the learner willselect the
appropriate encyclopedia for information about that topic.

O

C10-6
Use an appropriate telephone directory as an aid in locating specific
information.

e ,

Given a telephone book to examine, the learner will indicate the alphabetical
arrangement.

Given a page from a telephone book, the learner will indicate that the names
are alphabetized by last names!

Given a telephone book and a person's name, the learner will locate the person's
name in the telephone book.

Given a set of several telephone books for a local area, and the names of a
person living in one specs c local area, the learnekiwill choose the appropriate

directory and locate the corpect listing.

Given an appropriate telephone book, the learner will identify that it has
sections of diffc ent colored pages.

Given a telepho e book and an opportunity to examine the colored sections, the
learner will identify what information is contained in each section, i.e.,
white pages (residential listings), green pages (cross index), yellow pages
(commercial listings).

Given a business category, the learner will use the appropriate section of the
telephone directory to locate specific companies dealing, in that business.
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C10-7
Identify and uce various sections of a newspaper as sources

of information.

Given any daily newspaper, the learner will identify its major sections and
sources of information.

Given a metropolitan newspaper containing a table of contents, the learner
will use the table of contents to locate specific information.

Given a specific topic, the learner will select the apphopriate newspaper
section, locate the article and report the required information.

C10-8
Use specialized books as a source of information.

Given a thesaurus and a word,/the learner will find the list of synonyms
for that word.

Given an almanac and a selected question, the learner will find supportive
data to answer the question.

Given a list of specialized reference books, (Compton's Dictionary of Natural
Sciences, Bartlett's Familiar Quotations, and the Junior Book of Authors) and
a list of topics, the learner will Identify the appropriate reference book for
information about each topic.

.C20-1

Interpret and use information presented a table or scheduled.

,a1

,) Given a schedule or table and a set of questions, the learner will interpret
its content to answer the questions.



C20-2
-,i.

Locate specific areas on a map or globe and interpret information iibout
that area.

Given a globe or map, the learner will identify the-four cardinal directions.

o

GiverYa globe ()ran appropriate map, Ilearner will identyy the direction
which he would travel from his home t y given area.

Given a globe or map and a place naMe,, the learner will use latitude and
longitude to locate that place.

Given the latitude and longitude of a place and the name of that place, and a
globe or map, the learner will locate that place by using the latitude and
longitude.

Given a map containing a legend and key, the learner will use the legend and
key to identify any factual information the map contains.

C20-3
Interpret and use information preserited in a diagram or .inodel.!

.Given any diagr..m, the learner
answering specific questions on

Given a model, the learner will
specific questions.

C20-4

will interpret the information given by
its content.

interpret the various pa by answering'

interpret and use information presented on a graph 0

Given several types of graphs, the learner will identify each type.

Given a graph, the learner will use the key to identify the symbols on the
graph.

Given any graph and a set of questions, the learner will interpret the graph
to answer these questions.
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Given a chart end a set of questions, the learner willjnterpret the -hart to
answer these questions.

C30-1
Arrange information obtained in a specific order, or pattern.

Given a list of familiar sequential gems in randon order, the learner will,
arrange Leese items in correct order.

Given a list of random state---nts with an apparent order, the learner will
arrange these statements th. correct order.

Given a set of related paragraphs in random order, the Narner will arrange

/1 ,
the paragraphs in proper order.

C30-2
Er -I..

Classify information according to criteria'or system.
+m.o. .411MEN110111=411.

GiVen'a set of main'topics and a list of related items, the learner will
correctly categorize those items with the appropriate main topic.

Giverc:a list of main 'vies and a list of sub-topics, the learner will match
each sub -topic to we .appropriate main.topic.

Given a-list oF factual items relating to more than one topic, the learner will
arrange each of the items in appropriate categories.

C30-3'
Write acuurace, concise summaries of mate:4als read....

Giv-- selected material, the 'earner will state orally the'key elements ('who,
what, whet:, where, why) of that selection.
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Given selected material, the learne. All write a- brief summary statement
which includes the key elements of the selection.

*EA

Given a selection with key elements and supporting details, the learner will
select the key'elemepts and summarize them in a paragraph.

C30-4 Ws.

Use outlining to organize information.
11M,IIIIIMIN1111.M61.11110.,

Given a skeletal outline form,and a list of main topics, the learner will-
g, place the topics in the appropriate places on the outline form.

"

(riven a skeletal outline form with main topics filled in, the learner will..
correctly fill in the sub-topics from,a list provided.

Given a skeletal outline form, the learner will write in both main topics and
sub-topics from a list provided.

Given a set of facts, the learner vim categorize them into main Ella Sub-iO0Cs
and construct an outline using the categorized facts.

hay.ing chosen a topic for a_report and gathered a rangeof Information, the
learner will categorize the material into sub and main topics and place the

information in outline form:

-
C40-1

Project meaning and mood ofa selection through oral interpretation.

The learner will read aloud materials of an appropriate difficuttevel with
fluency and effective expression by noting punctuation and typographical
devices, and through his interpretation of the author's meaning.

3k
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C40-2
Use the silent reading skills of skimming and scanning as
predetermined by the purpose and nature of the material read.

Following a discussion of scanning techniques, the learner will scan a book

to suggest ideas found within the book.

-Following a discussion of skimming techniques, the learner will skim a

book to suggest ideas found within the boo!

Given an appropriate text, tiv! learner wi kim the unit titles, major

headings and sub-titles to suggest ideas Qund within the text.

Given several reading sources, the learner will determine which silent
reading technique to use (scanning or skimming) for his appropriate need.

C50-1
Choose to read a variety of material on his own initiative (both in
terms of quantity and kind) at his level of ability.

Given appropriate reading materials, the learner will demonstrate a willingness
to read the material when asked to do so.

Having voluntarily selected material of particular interest because of content
or. that it is by a special author, the learner will search for and read
additional material relating to that content or by that author.

O.

Given a choice of activities, the learner will voluntarily choose something '

to read.
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AFFIX

ANTONYM

GLOSSARY OF TERMS ,

a prefix or suffix added to a root word

a word having an opposite meaning from
another

CONSONANT all the letters in the alphabet except
a, e, 1,o,u

CONSONANT BLEND a combination of two or three consonants
representing a close blending of
consonant sounds

CONSONANT DIGRAPH two consonant combinations that represent,
one sound (ch, ck, sh, th, wh)

CONTRACTION

DECODING

DIPHTHONG

a shortening of a word by omission of a
sound or letter (The omission is indicated
by use of an apostrophe)

the process of analyzing and/or unlocking
a printed word on the basis of known
phonemic and structural clues, context,
and use of dictionary

two vowel sounds in a syllable which are
blendud so closely that they glide to give
the impression of one sound (oi, ay, ow,
oy, ou, ew)

GRAPHEME a printed letter - syMbol used to represent
a speech sound or phoneme

GRAPHEME - PHONEME
RELATIONSHIP refers to the relationship between printed

letters and the sounds they represent

GRAPHEMIC BASE a vowel letter or letters, with a consonant
letter or letters folloyding, such hs at. it
may be found in several rhyming words,
such as fat, Oil bat. One kind of
graphemic base also has a final e marker,
as in ame.

HETERONYM a word having the same spelling as another
but a different pronunciation and meaning
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HOMONYM

INFLECTIONAL FORMS

LINGUISTICS

MORPHEME

MULTI-SYLLABIC

PHONEME

PHONEME-GRAPHEME
CORRESPONDENCE

PHONEMIC ANALYSIS

PHONETICS

POLYSYLLABIC

POSSESSIVE FORM

PREFIX

PRONUNCIATION RESPELLING

SILENT CONSONANT LETTERS

SUFFIX

a word having the same ,pronunciation as
another but a different meaning and
usually a different spelling

words that have undergone change by the
addition of an ending for grammatical
purposes, such as case, gender, number,
tense, person, mood or voice

the study of language

the minimal unit which bears meaning
(Suffixes, prefixes, plural ending, etc.)

a word of more than one syllable

the smallest unit of sound in a language

the relationship of a significant language
sound (phoneme) to a letter (grapheme) or
letters

using speech sounds organized into phonemes
in order to associate them with graphemes
for the purpose of decoding words

a term used to designate the science of
speech sounds

a word of more than one syllable

the spelling of a noun by' the addition of
's or s' to show ownership

a significant syllable or particle used as
the first element which changes the meaning
of a root word Curt happy, re tell)

that phonemic respelling which immediately
follows an entry word in the dictionary

consonants which appear in a word, but are
given no sound (gnaw, wrap, know)

a word element which is attached to the end
of a root word and changes or modifies the
meaning of the root word (care less,
success ful) .
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SYLLABLE a vowel or a group of letters containing
a vowel sound which together form a
pronounceable)nit

SYNONYM a word having the same meaning as another

VOWEL the letters, a, e, i, o, u (y and w are
semi -- vowels)

VOWEL DIGRAPH
Th

two-vowel combination that represents
one sound (ee, ea, ai, oa, etc.)
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